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Agalia Hotel receives TripAdvisor award for 

second year running 

 

The Certificate of Excellence 2017 is based on the scores and opinions 
registered by visitors about the services and experiences offered by 

this four-star establishment, located in Murcia 
 

22nd June 2017.- Agalia Hotel has been awarded the Certificate of Excellence 2017  

by TripAdvisor for the second year running. This certificate is based on the scores 
and opinions registered by visitors and users in the last year about the quality of 
services and experiences of this four-star establishment, located in Murcia. 

 
The winners of this distinction are accommodation, restaurants and 

attractions all over the world which continuously offer their customers high quality 
experiences.   

 

User’s comments coincide in praising the treatment by staff, the level of 
cuisine, and the quality and modernity of Agalia Hotel’s facilities. 

 
This seal of approval takes into account the evaluation, quantity and how 

recent the opinions are, sent by travellers to TripAdvisor in a period of 12 months.  

For that reason, Agalia Hotel has managed to keep up a general minimum score of 
more than four out of five points and exceed a determined number of opinions. 

 
Agalia is an elegant, functional and modern four-star hotel which is located 

very close to the Sports Palace, the Auditorium and the Congress Centre in the city 

of Murcia.   It has 124 rooms, two suites and five rooms able to hold up to 400 

people aimed at celebrations and corporate or family events. 

Grupo Fuertes has its Vis hotels for its hospitality division, made up of four 
establishments: Agalia Hotel and Azarbe in Murcia; Hotel Albahía in Alicante, located 

in la Albufereta beach and the tourist apartment complex Pueblo Acantilado Suites, 
found in the Alicante municipality of El Campello. 
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